
VIKING YouSafeTM Boras, anti-exposure suit, SOLAS/MED CE/ISO
Product number: PS4111

n Fully integrated buoyancy that ensures better ergonomics and easier donning 

n	 Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® NARVIK™ with flexible fabric panels  
for better freedom of movement

n	 The complete neck seal with neoprene collar and cuff ensures both comfort and durability

The U-zip solution allows the position of the buoyancy chamber directly on the front 
of the suit, improving ergonomics. The VIKING YouSafe™ Boras allows you to work 
hard while staying safe under extremely demanding maritime conditions.
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Approvals

-  SOLAS/MED
-  CE/ISO

Materials

- GORE-TEX® NARVIK™ 
- Quilted liner system for thermal insulation  

(standard 6 hours) 

Colour options

-  High visibility yellow/black

Design features 

-  Integrated inflatable buoyancy (manual inflation)
-  Metal U-zipper with dual sliders
-  Breathable outer fabric for optimized comfort and 

performance
-  Reinforcements of Para Aramid including elbows, 

knees and seat
-  Fleece lined thigh pockets and a host of  

additional pockets
-  including pocket for PLB
-  Integrated stretch panels for better ergonomic  

fit in the lumbar area
-  Pull tabs on the arms for easy doffing
-  Reflective piping and relective trim for increased 

visibility 
-  Integrated detachable gloves and hood

Typical applications

-  Maritime SAR, MOB and MES crews
-  Defense and professional operators 

Sizes

- S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL in long and short version  
for an even better fit. 

Special instructions

-  No lifejacket required

Options

-   Airtight packing
-   GORE-TEX® socks or Neoprene boots
-   Suit personalization

Service interval

-  VIKING recommends annual service

Specifications

Related items

VIKING YouSafe™ Hurricane,  
anti-exposure suit, SOLAS/MED CE/ISO (PS4190)
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